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• Proofpoint/Change Champions – Who Are We?

• Latest Global Threat Landscape Overview

• Mr. Potato Head!!! 

• What Do They Want From Me?

• Recommendations To Stay Safe
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Overview
The leader in protecting people from advanced threats and compliance risk

The most trusted 
partner to protect the 
leading threat vector

Most deployed solution 
for the Fortune 100

Seamless integration 
with other next gen 

leaders

Gartner Leader
Sim &Training

Unparalled visibility 
into Phishing Threats

#1

Most deployed solution 
for the Global 2000

#1
Most deployed solution 

for the Fortune 1000

#1
128 of 144 
Global ISP’s

Consumer 
Email visibility 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Proofpoint continues to lead the market because we’re focused on the future – and it’s a people-centric one. Proofpoint protects many of the world’s largest, industry-leading customers. Our customers include the majority of Fortune 100 and thousands more worldwide.Our deep security DNA is why we’re a top cybersecurity company.We’ve sustained many years (and counting) of leadership according to industry analysts – no one is close to that.  We’ve appeared in four Gartner Magic Quadrants (MQ): Secure Email Gateway (now a Market Guide), Enterprise Information Archiving, Cloud Access Security Broker (CASB), and Security Awareness Computer-Based Training.Don’t forget that we also play strongly in the broader ecosystem.  We have invested in strategic ecosystem integrations with other cybersecurity leaders, such as Palo Alto Networks, Splunk, and CyberArk. You don’t have to get rid of your Palo Alto Networks firewall – we can make it even better. And with Okta, when we know someone has clicked on a malicious link we can automatically step up authentication the next time they try to log into any corporate system.
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Our cybersecurity awareness programs have received 
awards and are used by some of Canada’s and the 
world’s leading organizations. 

Award-winning programs

Our repeatable approach and experience allow us to 
onboard fast and have your program off the ground 
in a matter of weeks and with less than one FTE of 
effort.

Proven approach and 
cost-effective option.

We know that each client is unique, which is why 
we tailor our program to meet the different needs 
of your organization.

Customization that works

We are a team of change managers, 
communication experts, organizational 
psychologists, and trainers with a particular 
interest in IT security. Behavioral change is where 
we live.

Experts in change.

Security Awareness Programs



Global Threat Trends



Global Threat Landscape
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Email Threat Landscape by Actor
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Email Threat Landscape by Exploit Type
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Attacks increasingly target people, not infrastructure
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$12.5B+

78,617
Incidents worldwide

Direct losses worldwide
(Oct 2013–May 2018)

Source: FBI.

99%+
Malware attacks rely on 
user to run malicious code

Source: Proofpoint Threat Data.

THREATS USE 
SOCIAL ENGINEERING, 
NOT VULNERABILITIES

Source: Proofpoint Threat Data.

Orgs exposed to 
targeted attacks63%
Orgs detected 
successful breach37%

Account takeover of cloud 
apps is a growing problem

SHIFT TO CLOUD CREATES 
NEW THREAT VECTORS, 
DATA EXPOSURE

EMAIL FRAUD IS A
BOARD-LEVEL ISSUE

300%+
Increase in corporate 
credential phishing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The threat landscape has fundamentally shifted. For the past few years now, attacks have been targeting people, not infrastructure. The move to the cloud is intensifying that trend.Threats today are not only targeting people, they are activated by people. Attackers are relying on users to click, take action, and do the work for them.Over 99% of threats rely on users to run malicious code. For example, the user must download the malicious attachment, open the file, and click to enable macros.In a recent Proofpoint Quarterly Threat Report, our threat researchers saw a 300% increase in corporate credential phishing. The success of credential phish purely depends on tricking the user to click on the link, go to the page, and enter their credentials. And more and more often attackers are mimicking corporate systems to trick people into doing so.As users shift to the cloud, attackers and threats naturally follow. When attackers target people in cloud apps, they’ll likely try a variety of tactics – not just to steal their credentials but ultimately try to compromise their accounts. In one quarter:63% of organizations are exposed to targeted attacks, typically brute force attacks.37% of organizations have detected at least one successful breach, in which at least one account has been confirmed to be compromised and acting in malicious ways (e.g. sending malicious emails, exhibiting suspicious behavior such as mass downloading of files).In fact, these statistics have increased to 70% and 42% in the subsequent quarter – we suspect that trend will continue as we continue to follow this research.The rapid rise in malware-free BEC and email fraud has cost organizations globally billions of dollars, and company boards are noticing.The most recent FBI statistics cite over $12.5B in losses and 78,617 incidents worldwide.This statistic was $5.3B in May 2017, bearing in mind that these are only reported incidents – we suspect the number of actual incidents is much higher.SourcesProofpoint Human Factor: https://www.proofpoint.com/humanfactorProofpoint Quarterly Threat Report: https://www.proofpoint.com/us/resources/threat-reports/latest-quarterly-threat-researchFBI (July 2018): https://www.ic3.gov/media/2018/180712.aspx



Attack Structures….
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am starting to describe attack structures as a Mr. Potato Head doll. Attackers are able to plug and play certain elements of an attack to create something new and unique that may have not been done before. Lets illustrate this point… 
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Email

Attachment

Link Malicious 
Website

Exploit File Download

MalwareStolen Credentials

Script

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a pyramid of some components that an attack can leverage
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Email

Attachment

Link Malicious 
Website

Exploit File Download

MalwareStolen Credentials

Script

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is one of the most basic and strait forward kind of attacks.Link in the body of an email leads to a credential phishing page that steals users credentials
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Email

Attachment

Link Malicious 
Website

Exploit File Download

MalwareStolen Credentials

Script

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Attackers have been switching it up by adding attachments into the mix of the exact same attack we just looked at.This looks something like a PDF attachment in an email that contains a link to a credential phishing page.Its upping the defense game as the defense now has to pull the URL out of the PDF and check that against reputation/sandbox/threat intel data sources
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Email

Attachment

Link Malicious 
Website

Exploit File Download

MalwareStolen Credentials

Script

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With this attack, we can do away with the URL component all together and directly attach an HTML phishing page to the email. Outside of mail flow, you aren’t going to see this on the network until the credentials are sent out to the attacker as the phishing page is being loaded locally. 
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Attachment
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Exploit File Download

MalwareStolen Credentials

Script

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Attackers can go up around the horn of the pyramid and attach something like a zipped Javascript to an email. Once the user unzips and executes the Javascript file, it downloads and executes malware.What many people don’t know is that Windows natively executes Javascript like it would any .exe file and users may not be educated to not run a .js file. 
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Link Malicious 
Website

Exploit File Download

MalwareStolen Credentials

Script

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we can attach a malicious Office (Word, Excel, etc) document that attempts to leverage an exploit such as CVE-2017-0199 or CVE-2017-11882. Once successful exploitation occurs, a file is downloaded from the internet and executed. That downloaded file is always Malware.
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Script

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We can start getting more complex here.A PDF attachment with a link that leads to a website that tries to push a file download to the end user that is malware.The file download can really be anything. It can be an .exe, a .js, or even an additional Office document that has malicious macro downloaders or attempts an exploit as seen in the last slide
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Script

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And getting REALLY complex, A PDF with a link that leads to a website that is hosting an Exploit Kit that attempts to exploit your browser leading to malware download and execution where this specific malware could be created for the sole purpose of stealing stored credentials on the system.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reemphasize Mr. Potato Head analogy. 



What do they want….
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Canada Targeting
• Actors Targeting Canada 

– TA516 [SmokingDro] 
• Very diverse actor who uses  a variety of malware with pretty rudimentary tactics
• Has recently been delivering Remocs
• Exclusively using Password Protected docs since Augus

– TA564 [Captain Cha]
• Originally found them targeting Poland, its been all Canada since March
• Performs Geogating
• Delivered Nymaim to Poland and Danabot to Canada

– TA543 [Sagrid]
• General Spammer/Trafficker
• Deals in Ransomwares, Bankers, Loaders

– TA545 [AirCanada]
• Mainly targets Canada, sometimes Australia
• Mainly delivers Stealers ZeroEvil and ARS this year

– Seen delivering Meterpreter, QuesarRAT, AZORult, Panda Banker

• Targeted Brands
– AirCanada
– Bank of Montreal
– Canada Post
– Coast Capital Savings
– Interac
– Royal Bank of Canada
– Government of Canada



TA564
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Credential harvesting 
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• A single employee 
disclosing username and password 
was enough to spread the attack

• With access to our customer’s 
user accounts, the attackers 
sent several massive phishing 
attacks from the 
compromised accounts making it 
harder for employees to recognize 
the attack since it was coming 
from a “real” email address

• The attack then spread through our 
environment



Spear-phishing
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• Targeted phishing attempt carefully 
designed to trick the regional VP 
Finance to execute on a payment 
from on behalf of customer “CEO”

• Customer domain spoofed to look 
very similar to customer email 
address and use of real emails

• Invoice had accurate details and 
email chain created a compelling 
story

• Attack could have costed our 
customer USD 292,000



Payroll scam
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• Attempt to get payroll at customer to 
change “employee” direct deposit 
account

• Email sent from “employee’s” 
personal email to HR manager and, 
indirectly, to payroll administrator

• Employee happened to be a general 
manager 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://www.trustwave.com/en-us/resources/blogs/spiderlabs-blog/bec-payroll-scam-your-salary-is-mine/



Recommendations



Be cyber-aware 
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• Security is no longer just about technology

• We all have an important role in securing our 
personal and work-related data 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we have seen throughout this presentation, most hacks that are successful involve people. This reminds me of a quote by Frank Abagnale (impersonated by Leo DiCaprio in the movie “catch me if you can” that says, “There is no technology today that cannot be defeated by social engineering”.This means that we are all part of the problem but also a big part of the solution. We all have a role to play in security and we need to realize this. This doesn’t only refer to being careful when responding to emails or a fake call from CRA, but also refers to common mistakes we sometimes make and that can lead to security breaches such as sharing passwords or sending information to the wrong people. In this regard, we’d like to share a few simple recommendations you here to keep in mind.



Protect your inbox
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• Beware of senders you don’t know

• Hover over links before clicking

• Don’t open attachments

• Report suspicious email

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you receive an email that looks suspiciousBeware of senders you don’t know. If it seems like a trusted source, make sure you verify with the source first.Hover over links before clicking. Don’t open attachmentsReport suspicious email using the reporting button in Outlook (if you have it available to you)Alternatively, send the email to your Security team – in both cases, when you report, we will let you know if something looks wrong



Protect your identity
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• Make your password difficult to 
guess – passphrases are a great 
option

• Consider a password manager 
(LastPass, Password Safe, and 
KeePass are some options)

• Enable multifactor authentication 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We cannot stress this enough. Your password is the key to your online identity. If a hacker gets a hold of your password, they can access your personal information, financial data, etc.To protect your password, make sure you don’t share the same password across accounts (hackers know that trick and will use it) and make your password difficult to guess.A passphrase is stronger and more memorable than a password.Enable multifactor authentication. To learn the steps, visit our security awareness site. This provides an additional layer of defense in case a hacker gets a hold of your password. [Show people where to find information about MFA in security site].



Protect your information
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• Don’t use USBs or other external 
devices

• Leverage cloud storage solutions 
when possible

• Manage permissions and expiration 
date

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you need to share sensitive or confidential data, don’t use a USB or external device –these could be infected.Cloud storage are good options if you need to transmit sensitive data. When you share using your cloud solutions, you can control the permissions you give and set an expiry date for your sharing.Because you are sharing a link to your file and not the file per se, you can are in control of what you share.



Protect your device
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• Check with your internet provider for 
free firewall and antivirus

• Ensure all software is up to date

• Limit data tracking

• Back up your data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, consider protecting your device.You may not think about this on a day to day basis but your device is connected to the internet and, as such, is transmitting your person information out there.If you are at home, use a firewall. Some providers give you free firewalls or antivirus.Check your software updates and ensure your software is up to date.Limit the information your computer/phone apps can track and transmit of you. If you don’t need them to access your data, disable sharing. For example, does your whatsup need to have access to your mic?Get in the habit of backing up your data. You never know what can happen to your laptop.
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